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1. Cooperative context
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- Founded in 2010

- Retailer & producer cooperative of renewable energy

- 1st 100% renewable supplier in Spain

- Aprox. 70.000 members & 123.000 contracts 



1. Cooperative context

- RD244/2019 → new self-consumption regulation frame

End of the so called ‘sun tax’
Simplified compensation mechanism
Able to share energy within 500m (or under same LV cabin)

- 23 collective purchases around Spain 
1st one in 2018
Two areas running the 2nd edition

- Currently aprox. 2000 prosumers (3 kWp on average)

15 collective self-consumption (7 flat buildings + 8 through the grid)
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1. Cooperative context
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Dynamic tariff linked to DA market → starting on Q2 2021

New grid fees structure (April ‘21)

Covid-19 low prices & cold wave high prices
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2. What we have tested in FLEXCoop 

Objectives

- Maximise consumption from PV rooftop

- Consume when it is cheap → SPOT prices
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FLEXCoop 
ecosystem

Heat Pump
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  PV 
panels  

Battery  Heat 
pump  

DC/AC 
inverters  

DC/DC 
converters  

Electric 
heater  

Capacity  3 kWp  8 kWh  1.5 kW      6 kW  

Efficiency        80%  95%  100%  

Single family house (132 m2)

Air-to-air heat pump

New grid fees structure

2020 prices → 2019 prices
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No optimization → HP heats when needed (thermostatic control)

Optimization → takes into account PV generation (considered as free) + variable prices
   

% savings €/year

PV + HP 6 9

PV + HP + Battery 40 37

PV + Elec. heater 2 18

PV + Elec. heater + Battery 10 104
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1. The potential of this optimization depends highly on the heating system.

Electric heaters provides ↓ flexibility but ↑ operational costs results in ↑ absolute savings. 
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1. The potential of this optimization depends highly on the heating system.

Electric heaters provides ↓ flexibility but ↑ operational costs results in ↑ absolute savings. 

2. With an air-to-air HP you hardly activate the heat storage (floor, walls)

3. Optimization provides more benefits in cooling periods because can store the greater PV 
surpluses during summer (battery).

4. High insulated building = ↑ flexibility but ↓ consumption which results in similar savings

5. Comparing two climate zones (Barcelona & Madrid), it is found that in the colder zone, as 
more heating is needed, the absolute savings are slightly increased (battery).
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3. Conclusions & next steps

1. Revenue for self-consumption + dynamic prices optimization for HP don’t create a 
promising business case (alone). 

Next step: explore mixed services which may create higher revenues. 

Challenge: high initial investment due to hardware (i.e. HP monitoring + controlling)  
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3. Conclusions & next steps

1. Revenue for self-consumption + dynamic prices optimization for HP don’t create a 
promising business case (alone). 

Next step: explore mixed services which may create higher revenues. 

Challenge: high initial investment due to hardware (i.e. HP monitoring + controlling)  

2. Need to focus on the users with higher flexibility
Next step: explore other flexible loads

Air-to-water HPs
EV: ↑load  & ↓common
DHW:  ↓load  &  ↑common

3. Need to have our own tools
Next step: Start developing our own community based tools → hardware (gateway) 
and optimization algorithms → RESCoopVPP
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